
Keepsake Collection



Taxes and shipping are not included in prices.

All pricing includes local delivery within Saskatoon.   

 

Social media digitals of images used to create any product are

provided via digital download.  These images will have my logo

on them and will be sized and color profiled for social media

sharing. For example, if you order a set of prints or an album,

each image used will also be provided as social media digitals. 

 

If you purchase a digital image and also order that image in a

product (at the same time or later), you'll receive a discount on

that product (amount depends on which product). 

 

Payment methods include E-Transfer, cash, cheque and credit

card. Orders will require a 50% deposit before products are

created. 

 

Pricing may change without notice. Quotes will be provided for

approval.  Quotes expire after 30 days.  

 

Removal of leashes, blemishes and other distractions are always

included.

 

Looking for a special kind of editing style or look?  Additional

editing is available starting at $20 per image.  This would include

merging subjects into one image or removing a major object in

an image. 

 

Looking for something you don't see in this collection?  Anything

is possible!  Let me know what you are looking for! 

Information



Choose Lustre (semi-gloss), Glossy, or Deep Matte photo paper.

Styrene prints are mounted on a 3mm board, this provides increased

durability and prevents damage and rippling once framed. Fine Art

Velvet paper is textured and made of cotton and comes mounted

on styrene.  Custom print sizes are available. 

Regular Prints

4 x 6 -$14
5 x 7 - $16
8 x 10 - $20

11 x 14 - $30
16 x 20 - $80
20 x 30 - $140

Styrene Mounted Prints

Fine Art Velvet Prints

4 x 6 - $25
5 x 7 - $35
8 x 10 - $40

11 x 14 - $55
16 x 20 - $120
20 x 30 - $200

4 x 6 - $30
5 x 7 - $45
8 x 10 - $55

11 x 14 - $95
16 x 20 - $230
20 x 30 - $415

Choose High Gloss for a sleek surface or Matte for a smooth

satiny surface. Metal prints up to 8x10 include an easel.  Larger

prints include a float mount for hanging.  Custom sizes are

available.

4 x 6 & 5 x 5 - $50
5 x 7 & 6 x 6 - $60

8 x 10 - $70

With Easel With Float Mount

8 x 10 - $90
11 x 14 - $140

16 x 20 - $235
20 x 30 - $415

Prints

Metal

Wood Print  Box
My custom Wood Print Boxes include:

- Your choice of engraving or image on the lid
- Custom engraved message inside

- 3 styrene mounted prints and 20 regular prints  
- Wood stand to display a mounted/matted print 

4 x 6 Box- $450
5 x 7 Box - $580 



Albums
I have 3 different styles of albums to choose from.  All albums have

pages printed on Smooth Matte and mounted to yardstick to create

thick pages that lay flat.  Debossing is available for full fabric covers

for an additional $40. Images may be added to albums, a quote will

be provided based on the album size and number to extra images.

The Mini
A 6 x 6 album with a printed cover

containing 8 images. 
 

$260

The Classic 
An 8 x 8 album with a printed or full

fabric cover containing 12 images. 
 

$400

The Deluxe 
A 10 x 10 album with a padded

cover that is printed, full fabric or

photo/fabric combo and containing

25 images.
 

$750

The Platinum 
A 12 x 12 album with a padded cover  

that is printed, full fabric or

photo/fabric combo and containing

up to 60 images. 
 

$1450

Digital images are provided in full resolution.  They are provided by

download or you can choose a USB Drive package for an additional

$40 which will include the USB drive and keepsake snapshot prints.

Any amount of digitals may be ordered. More than 40 digitals and

Full Gallery packages are available by quote.  
 

Purchase of 40 or more digitals includes a softcover book including

all of your purchased images.

Ten Digitals
$350

 

Twenty Digitals
$500

 Thirty Digitals
$600 

 

Forty Digitals
$700

Individual Digitals
$50 each

 

Five Digitals
$200 

Digital Images



All frames include a styrene mounted print to perfectly fit the frame,

acrylic to protect the surface, and a finished back with easel or hanging

hardware.  Add matting for single to multiple images in a frame.  You can

also frame anything from regular prints to metal and canvas.  I have

samples of all my frames for viewing. 

 

Frame orders require a quote due to price differences with each frame,

their size, and options available.  All orders include a digital proof.  Frame

sizes range between 5 x 7 to 20 x 24.

Fine Art Canvas come with or without laminate.  Laminate protects the

canvas from scuffs, UV light and cracking, but does take away some of the

texture of the canvas.  Choose from Lustre and Matte laminates.  Canvases

are wrapped around a 1.5" wood frame and include all hanging hardware

and bumpers.  Custom sizing is available.

Without Laminate With Laminate

5 x 7 - $100
8 x 10 - $130
11 x 14 - $160
16 x 20 - $230
20 x 30 - $340

5 x 7 - $165
8 x 10 - $180

11 x 14 --- $225
16 x 20 --- $320
20 x 30 --- $455

I custom design all types of printed stationary including wedding invitations,

Christmas cards, announcements, thank you cards, and more.  Pricing is

very dependant on your needs and style of card. My 5x7 flat cards with a

foil design are my most commonly designed stationary, and these come in

packs of 25 cards with envelopes for $65 each.  

Framing

Canvas

Stationery



306 . 291 .6773

L IANNEMPHOTOGRAPHY@HOTMAIL .COM

WWW.L IANNEMAT IESH INPHOTOGRAPHY .COM


